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Forensic Accounting
2001

in forensic accounting authors and industry specialists niamh brennan
and john hennessy present a comprehensive and systematic analysis of
this growing practice area exploring the professional relationship
between accounting and legal disciplines they examine the critical
contribution that accountants make to litigation and dispute
resolution in over 1000 pages it clarifies the concept of forensic
accounting within the irish legal environment presents a detailed
account of all areas where forensic accountants can add value examines
the role of accountants in the prevention and detection of fraud
examines the role accounting experts can play in the investigation of
crime and the resolution of disputes outlines the diverse issues that
forensic accountants consider when dealing with financial and other
evidence explains how forensic accountants can assist in the
calculation of damages uses case histories to illustrate the role of
the forensic accountant

Essentials of Forensic Accounting
2016

a practical hands on guide to forensic accounting careers in forensic
accounting are hot us news world report recently designated forensic
accounting as one of the eight most secure career tracks in america
forensic accountants work in most major accounting firms and demand
for their services is growing with then increasing need for
investigations of mergers and acquisitions tax inquiries and economic
crime in addition forensic accountants perform specialized audits and
assist in all kinds of civil litigation and are often involved in
terrorist investigations forensic accounting for dummies will track to
a course and explain the concepts and methods of forensic accounting
covers everything a forensic accountant may face from investigations
of mergers and acquisitions to tax inquiries to economic crime what to
do if you find or suspect financial fraud in your own organization
determining what is fraud and how to investigate whether you re a
student pursuing a career in forensic accounting or just want to
understand how to detect and deal with financial fraud forensic
accounting for dummies has you covered

Forensic Accounting For Dummies
2011-02-08



financial officers auditors police officers and other detectives all
rely on forensic accountants you may wonder what type of person
becomes a forensic accountant this book will detail not only what it
takes to be one but also how to be good at it

Forensic Accounting
2020-01-03

as economic crimes continue to increase accountants and law
enforcement personnel must be vigilant in expanding their knowledge of
ways to detect these clandestine operations written by a retired irs
agent with more than twenty years of experience financial
investigation and forensic accounting third edition offers a complete
examination of the current methods and legal considerations involved
in the detection and prosecution of economic crimes explores a range
of crimes following an overview of the economic cost of crime the book
examines different types of offenses with a financial element ranging
from arson to tax evasion it explores offshore activities and the
means criminals use to hide their ill gotten gains the author provides
a thorough review of evidentiary rules as well as the protocol
involved in search warrants he examines the two modalities used to
prove financial crime the net worth method and the expenditure theory
and presents an example scenario based on real life incidents
organized crime and consumer fraud additional topics include organized
crime and money laundering with profiles of the most nefarious cartels
consumer and business fraud and the different schemes that befall the
unwary computer crimes and issues surrounding banking and finance the
book also presents focused and concrete advice on trial preparation
and specific accounting and audit techniques new chapters in the third
edition new material enhances this third edition including new
chapters on investigative interview analysis and document examination
as well as advice for fraud examiners working on private cases
including the preparation of an engagement letter for a successful
prosecution it is essential to recognize financial crime at its early
stages this practical text presents the nuts and bolts of fraud
examination and forensic accounting enabling investigators to stay
ahead of an area that is increasingly taking on global importance

Financial Investigation and Forensic
Accounting, Third Edition
2010-12-01

fraud auditing and forensic accounting with the responsibility of
detecting and preventing fraud falling heavily on the accounting



profession every accountant needs to recognize fraud and learn the
tools and strategies necessary to catch it in time providing valuable
information to those responsible for dealing with prevention and
discovery of financial deception fraud auditing and forensic
accounting fourth edition helps accountants develop an investigative
eye toward both internal and external fraud and provides tips for
coping with fraud when it is found to have occurred completely updated
and revised the new edition presents brand new chapters devoted to
fraud response as well as to the physiological aspects of the
fraudster a closer look at how forensic accountants get their job done
more about computer assisted audit tools caats and digital forensics
technological aspects of fraud auditing and forensic accounting
extended discussion on fraud schemes case studies demonstrating
industry tested methods for dealing with fraud all drawn from a wide
variety of actual incidents inside this book you will find step by
step keys to fraud investigation and the most current methods for
dealing with financial fraud within your organization written by
recognized experts in the field of white collar crime this fourth
edition provides you whether you are a beginning forensic accountant
or an experienced investigator with industry tested methods for
detecting investigating and preventing financial schemes

Fraud Auditing and Forensic Accounting
2010-09-07

learn to identify detect investigate and prevent financial fraud with
the latest edition of fraud examination study and understand the
nature of fraud investigation today with memorable business examples
and numerous actual fraud cases to ensure your understanding of today
s most important fraud concepts

Forensic Accounting
2007-03-01

recent catastrophic business failures have caused some to rethink the
value of the audit with many demanding that auditors take more
responsibility for fraud detection this book provides forensic
accounting specialists experts in uncovering fraud with new coverage
on the latest pcaob auditing standards the foreign corrupt practices
act options fraud as well as fraud in china and its implications
auditors are equipped with the necessary practical aids case examples
and skills for identifying situations that call for extended fraud
detection procedures



Forensic Accounting, 1
2016

financial officers auditors police officers and other detectives all
rely on forensic accountants you may wonder what type of person
becomes a forensic accountant the first part of this book will detail
not only what it takes to be one but also how to be good at it

Forensic Accounting
2012

the definitive must have guide for the forensic accounting
professional financial forensics body of knowledge is the unique
innovative and definitive guide and technical reference work for the
financial forensics and or forensic accounting professional including
nearly 300 forensic tools techniques methods and methodologies apply
to virtually all civil criminal and dispute matters many of the tools
have never before been published it defines the profession the art
science of investigating people money it defines forensic operators
financial forensics capable personnel possess unique and specific
skills knowledge experience education training and integrity to
function in the financial forensics discipline it defines why if you
understand financial forensics you understand fraud but not vice versa
by applying financial forensics to all aspects of the financial
community it contains a book within a book companion section for
financial valuation and litigation specialists it defines foundational
financial forensics forensic accounting methodologies faim forensic
accounting investigation methodology ice score cico apd forensic
lexicology and others it contains a reader lookup table that permits
everyone in the financial community to immediately focus on the
pertinent issues

A Guide to Forensic Accounting Investigation
2011-04-04

the gold standard in textbooks on forensic accounting fraud detection
and deterrence in the newly revised third edition of forensic
accounting and fraud examination a team of renowned educators provides
students and professionals alike with a comprehensive introduction to
forensic accounting fraud detection and deterrence adhering to the
model curriculum for education in fraud and forensic accounting funded
by the us national institute of justice this leading textbook offers
real world practicality supported by effective learning pedagogies and



engaging case studies that bring technical concepts to life covering
every key step of the investigative process forensic accounting and
fraud examination contains 32 integrated idea and tableau software
cases that introduce students to the practical tools accounting
professionals use to maximize auditing and analytic capabilities
detect fraud and comply with documentation requirements numerous case
summaries the fraudster s perspective boxes and detailed discussions
of a wide range of accounting issues provide students and
practitioners with the tools they ll need to successfully investigate
prosecute research and resolve forensic accounting issues and
financial fraud the perfect resource for students of forensic
accounting and fraud examination as well as practitioners in the field
forensic accounting and fraud examination third edition will also
prove invaluable for academics and researchers with an interest in the
subject

Accounting
2020-01-03

for courses in forensic accounting as a result of increased litigation
and regulatory enforcement the demand for forensic accountants has
never been higher this area of specialty is considered the top niche
market in the accounting profession the new forensic accounting is the
first text of its kind to provide a comprehensive view of what
forensic accountants actually do and how they do it with experience as
both practitioners and educators authors robert rufus laura miller and
william hahn offer a unique perspective that bridges the gap between
theory and practice they present concepts in the context of a
scientific approach emphasising critical thinking reasoning and
problem solving skills that are useful in a wide variety of academic
and professional environments and because its content is consistent
with the aicpa curriculum for the certified in financial forensics cff
credential this text gives your students a head start on the path
toward career advancement forensic accounting facilitates an
outstanding teaching and learning experience for you and your students
it will help you to introduce the requisite forensic accounting skills
the text identifies a three layer skill set and provides students
instruction in the key areas of forensic accounting expertise offer an
inside view into forensic accounting practice integrated case studies
and sample documents give students a glimpse into the actual practice
of forensic accounting highlight the importance of a scientific
approach the authors explain the benefits of utilising a scientific
approach and provide opportunities for students to practice its
application foster thorough understanding via learning aids various
tools throughout the text and at the end of each chapter support
students as they learn and review the full text downloaded to your



computer with ebooks you can search for key concepts words and phrases
make highlights and notes as you study share your notes with friends
ebooks are downloaded to your computer and accessible either offline
through the bookshelf available as a free download available online
and also via the ipad and android apps upon purchase you ll gain
instant access to this ebook time limit the ebooks products do not
have an expiry date you will continue to access your digital ebook
products whilst you have your bookshelf installed

Financial Forensics Body of Knowledge
2012-02-02

a complete guide to forensic accounting and finance this book is ideal
for advanced level students and new or mid level forensic accounting
professionals looking to boost their specialist knowledge as part of
their cpd for accountants who wish to build more knowledge in this
skills area or advanced undergraduates who feel ready to stretch
themselves demand for expertise in this field is growing and forensic
accounting and finance offers a complete accessible and affordable
guide combining coverage of principle theory with the real and
practical needs of the professional written by a strong academic and
practitioner author team and in association with the network for
independent forensic accountants this book covers all forensic
accounting topics from forensics as an extension of auditing and the
basic principles of forensic accounting to financial analysis and
modelling financial reporting financial crime and it systems forensic
accounting and finance shares current examples and case studies
highlighting cultural differences for key topics with updated regional
legislation information available online for those looking for a truly
global approach which is always up to date online supporting resources
include powerpoint lecture slides and links to regional updates

Forensic Accounting
2011

in the 18 chapters in this volume of contemporary studies in economic
and financial analysis expert contributors gather together to examine
the extent and characteristics of forensic accounting a field which
has been practiced for many years but is still not internationally
regulated yet

Forensic Accounting and Fraud Examination
2023-12-19



fully revised the proven primer on forensic accounting with all new
cases a must have reference for every business professional forensic
accounting and fraud investigation for non experts third edition is a
necessary tool for those interested in understanding how financial
fraud occurs and what to do when you find or suspect it within your
organization with comprehensive coverage it provides insightful advice
on where an organization is most susceptible to fraud updated with new
cases and new material on technology tools in forensic accounting
covers the core accounting investigative and legal aspects of forensic
accounting for professionals new to the field covers investigative and
legal issues along with accounting schemes written by a team of
recognized experts in the field of forensic accounting forensic
accounting and fraud investigation for non experts third edition is
essential reading for accountants and investigators requiring the most
up to date methods in dealing with financial fraud within their
organizations

Forensic Accounting, Global Edition
2015-01-26

this book focuses on a detailed commentary and step by step approach
for the forensic audit of financial transactions it also deals with
each and every aspect of forensic audit of various items of statement
of profit loss and balance sheet the present publication is the latest
edition is updated with all amendments and legal position up to july
2020 authored by g c pipara understanding the forensic audit is not
complete without actual case analysis and this book includes analysis
of actual company cases relating to forensic audit where either fraud
or misrepresentation of information is found with the help of case
analysis how to achieve the maximum objective of forensic audit has
been explained in a lucid language with step by step approach each
part of this book deals with the different segments of the forensic
audit and each part has been devised carefully keeping in mind maximum
result and with an objective that the real purpose of forensic audit
is served this book deals with misstatement of information in
financial statement incorrect details in financial statement diversion
of funds by an entity siphoning of funds by an entity fraud in some of
the transactions undertaken by the entity fraud in books of accounts
and other records fraud in the balance sheet one which is even audited
fraud by the auditor in helping the organization to accomplish its
intention etc the structure of the book is as follows part one deals
with the introduction of forensic audit and looks into the past
present and future of forensic audit this part is presented to
establish the foundation of the book part two deals with important
transactions pertaining to purchases of goods sales and other major
expenditures which forms part of the statement of profit loss account



provisions and contingent liabilities are often used by an entity to
cook the books of account and therefore a separate chapter is
presented on this issue part three the various items contained in the
balance sheet are a major part of the activities of any entity and
therefore is a major part of any forensic audit also therefore in this
part of the book the following important activities of an entity s are
covered � fixed hard assets hard to spot � intangible assets and
goodwill neither visible nor real � capital work in progress cwip
stock in progress sip and stock not seeing the light of day � piling
stock and mounting debtors an evergreen technique for every greening �
investments without objectives like a traveller without a destination
� loans and advances given gone with the wind � equity and
shareholders invisible ownership part four apart from specific
activities of an entity as covered in part two and three there are
some transactions that are special these are considered as key metrics
for the purpose of forensic audit and thus covered in this part of the
book which includes � absence of confirmation of balances � off
balance sheet transactions � round tripping etc it is also common in
forensic audit that full records are not made available to the
auditors and thus a separate chapter on dog ate my accounts is
presented part five for explaining the concept of forensic audit
properly a new structure has been invented by the author termed as t 3
structure wherein � t 1 test � t 2 trace and � t 3 track with the help
of a concept called look forward look backward on t 3 structure how
the successful forensic audit can be carried out is explained in a
separate chapter under the head look forward look backward part six
lastly it is found that in various cases of fraud and
misrepresentation of details in the financial statement the statutory
auditor were found to be the helping hand as in forensic audit
responsibility has to be fixed and thereafter a separate part itself
for the role played by the statutory auditor where were the auditor s
strange but true

Forensic Accounting and Finance
2017-08-03

case studies in forensic accounting and fraud auditing brings together
a number of short medium and longer case studies covering the broad
approach to forensic and investigative accounting

Contemporary Issues in Audit Management and
Forensic Accounting
2020-02-10



get a complete and current guide to forensic accounting and finance
that is ideal for postgraduates and professionals looking for a
relevant and practical understanding of forensic accounting and
finance

Forensic Accounting and Fraud Investigation for
Non-Experts
2012-02-23

this books grooms a new generation of a rare and much needed breed of
auditor the forensic accounting specialist an expert in uncovering
fraud the auditor will find in this book the necessary practical aids
case examples and skills for identifying situations that call for
extended fraud detection procedures as well as how to address them

Taxmann's Forensic Audit Decoded-Unlocking the
Secrets of Financial Accounting & Investigation
(September 2020 Edition)
2020-09-07

grounded firmly in real world practice forensic accounting 2nd edition
provides the most comprehensive view of fraud investigation on the
market where other books focus almost entirely on auditing and
financial reporting hopwood includes a vast range of civil and
criminal accounting fraud and related activities from false business
valuations and employer fraud to information security and counter
terrorism the author team s experience in fraud investigation lends
the book a real world perspective unmatched by any other textbook

Case Studies in Forensic Accounting and Fraud
Auditing
2013

forensic accounting provides comprehensive coverage of fraud detection
and deterrence and includes the broader educational material of the
forensic accounting field with all the necessary accompaniments the
text follows the model curriculum for education in fraud and forensic
funded by the u s national institute of justice and developed by a
technical working group of experts in the field the text serves as a
comprehensive and authoritative resource for teaching forensic
accounting concepts and procedures that is also and appropriate and
pedagogically ready for class room use this easy to read comprehensive



textbook includes case study examples to clearly explain technical
concepts and bring the material to life

Forensic Accounting and Finance
2017

a must have reference for every business professional forensic
accounting and fraud investigation for non experts second edition is a
necessary tool for those interested in understanding how financial
fraud occurs and what to do when you find or suspect it within your
organization with comprehensive coverage it provides insightful advice
on where an organization is most susceptible to fraud

A Guide to Forensic Accounting Investigation
2006-02-17

grounded firmly in real world practice forensic accounting provides
the most comprehensive view of fraud investigation on the market where
other books focus almost entirely on auditing and financial reporting
hopwood includes a vast range of civil and criminal accounting fraud
and related activities from false business valuations and employer
fraud to information security and counter terrorism the author team s
experience in fraud investigation lends the book a real world
perspective unmatched by any other textbook

Forensic Accounting and Fraud Examination
2011-01-01

understanding the financial motivations behind white collar crime is
often the key to the apprehension and successful prosecution of these
individuals now in its second edition criminal financial
investigations the use of forensic accounting techniques and indirect
methods of proof provides direct instruction on the how to aspects of
criminal

Financial Investigation and Forensic Accounting
2004-12

become the forensic analytics expert in your organization using
effective and efficient data analysis tests to find anomalies biases
and potential fraud the updated new edition forensic analytics reviews
the methods and techniques that forensic accountants can use to detect
intentional and unintentional errors fraud and biases this updated



second edition shows accountants and auditors how analyzing their
corporate or public sector data can highlight transactions balances or
subsets of transactions or balances in need of attention these tests
are made up of a set of initial high level overview tests followed by
a series of more focused tests these focused tests use a variety of
quantitative methods including benford s law outlier detection the
detection of duplicates a comparison to benchmarks time series methods
risk scoring and sometimes simply statistical logic the tests in the
new edition include the newly developed vector variation score that
quantifies the change in an array of data from one period to the next
the goals of the tests are to either produce a small sample of
suspicious transactions a small set of transaction groups or a risk
score related to individual transactions or a group of items the new
edition includes over two hundred figures each chapter where
applicable includes one or more cases showing how the tests under
discussion could have detected the fraud or anomalies the new edition
also includes two chapters each describing multi million dollar fraud
schemes and the insights that can be learned from those examples these
interesting real world examples help to make the text accessible and
understandable for accounting professionals and accounting students
without rigorous backgrounds in mathematics and statistics emphasizing
practical applications the new edition shows how to use either excel
or access to run these analytics tests the book also has some coverage
on using minitab idea r and tableau to run forensic focused tests the
use of sas and power bi rounds out the software coverage the software
screenshots use the latest versions of the software available at the
time of writing this authoritative book describes the use of
statistically based techniques including benford s law descriptive
statistics and the vector variation score to detect errors and
anomalies shows how to run most of the tests in access and excel and
other data analysis software packages for a small sample of the tests
applies the tests under review in each chapter to the same purchasing
card data from a government entity includes interesting cases studies
throughout that are linked to the tests being reviewed includes two
comprehensive case studies where data analytics could have detected
the frauds before they reached multi million dollar levels includes a
continually updated companion website with the data sets used in the
chapters the queries used in the chapters extra coverage of some
topics or cases end of chapter questions and end of chapter cases
written by a prominent educator and researcher in forensic accounting
and auditing the new edition of forensic analytics methods and
techniques for forensic accounting investigations is an essential
resource for forensic accountants auditors comptrollers fraud
investigators and graduate students



Forensic Accounting and Fraud Examination
2010-06-08

details the investigation detection documentation and prevention of
accounting frauds stock frauds and employee theft and embezzlement the
authors noted authorities in the field deliver an incisive in depth
treatment that merges an analysis of the organizational environment
with the requisite auditing and investigative tools tells how to
detect and deter fraud in books of account the characteristics of
organizations in which fraud is likely to occur accounting audit and
investigative techniques and methods for documenting fraud and
preparing evidence a final section demonstrates how the theories rules
and procedures discussed can be applied in a variety of real world
cases

Forensic Accounting and Fraud Investigation for
Non-Experts
2011-01-19

forensic accounting is a growing area of practice in which the
knowledge skills and abilities of advanced accounting are combined
with investigative expertise and applied to legal problems forensic
accountants are often asked to provide litigation support where they
are called on to give expert testimony about financial data and
accounting activities in other more proactive engagements they probe
situations using special investigative accounting skills and
techniques some even see forensic accounting as practiced by skilled
accounting specialists becoming part and parcel of most financial
audits an extra quality control step in the auditing process that will
help reduce financial statement fraud cch s forensic and investigative
accounting 6th edition is a complete and readily teachable text on
today s most timely accounting topics written by three top accounting
and forensic teachers this text covers all the important underpinnings
as well as the substance of forensic accounting it covers both
litigation support and investigative accounting examining the
practical aspects of these two areas as well as many of the newer
technological areas forensic and investigative accounting explains and
demonstrates how an effective forensic accountant needs a solid
understanding of accounting investigative auditing techniques
criminology and courtroom procedures as well as excellent
communications skills both written and oral in today s litigious and
highly regulated climate all accountants external internal forensic
consultants and corporate accountants must possess this knowledge base
and develop these techniques this intriguing text provides



unparalleled guidance to help develop the mindset and the skillset to
meet the evolving chall

Forensic Accounting Handbook
1989-10-01

a powerful new tool for all forensic accountants or anyone who
analyzes data that may have been altered benford s law gives the
expected patterns of the digits in the numbers in tabulated data such
as town and city populations or madoff s fictitious portfolio returns
those digits in unaltered data will not occur in equal proportions
there is a large bias towards the lower digits so much so that nearly
one half of all numbers are expected to start with the digits 1 or 2
these patterns were originally discovered by physicist frank benford
in the early 1930s and have since been found to apply to all tabulated
data mark j nigrini has been a pioneer in applying benford s law to
auditing and forensic accounting even before his groundbreaking 1999
journal of accountancy article introducing this useful tool to the
accounting world in benford s law nigrini shows the widespread
applicability of benford s law and its practical uses to detect fraud
errors and other anomalies explores primary associated and advanced
tests all described with data sets that include corporate payments
data and election data includes ten fraud detection studies including
vendor fraud payroll fraud due diligence when purchasing a business
and tax evasion covers financial statement fraud with data from enron
aig and companies that were the target of hedge fund short sales looks
at how to detect ponzi schemes including data on madoff waxenberg and
more examines many other applications from the clinton tax returns and
the charitable gifts of lehman brothers to tax evasion and number
invention benford s law has 250 figures and uses 50 interesting
authentic and fraudulent real world data sets to explain both theory
and practice and concludes with an agenda and directions for future
research the companion website adds additional information and
resources

Financial Investigation and Forensic Accounting
2000

from opposing the local cpa to tackling the big five everything you
need to know about accounting in the courtroom with the recent boom in
litigation and malpractice charges concerning tax accounting financial
litigation and fraud disputes more and more accounting professionals
are being hired as expert witnesses yet few lawyers have a full
understanding of what accountants can contribute to their cases and
few accountants are familiar enough with the legal system to recognize



everything they have to offer as an expert witness in turn many
relevant issues are missed and financial disputes are often settled
with unfavorable outcomes conceived and written in the trenches expert
witnessing in forensic accounting a handbook for lawyers and
accountants candidly shows how to be successful in the courtroom
through the hands on experiences of both a certified public accountant
and a trial attorney zeph telpner and michael mostek guide you through
the entire judicial process revealing their own and others mistakes
and triumphs along the way and presenting guidelines for everything
from choosing an accountant to analyzing the opposing expert s
deposition the law of civil procedure evidence expert opinions trial
procedure and the presentation of expert testimony are a mystery to
many accountants and even some lawyers this straightforward book pulls
together all the essential information on the topic providing numerous
case studies annotated court documents expert witness reports and an
actual trial transcript of an expert s testimony expert witnessing in
forensic accounting a handbook for lawyers and accountants helps you
discover the relevant issues and facts needed to win the dispute
lawyers know how and when to choose and work with the right forensic
accountant determine whether to hire your forensic accountant as a
consultant or an expert witness decide how early to bring the
accounting expert in on the case discover everything that forensic
accountants can accomplish for you match the accounting expert with
the job to be done help the accountant do a superior job in discovery
use the forensic accountant to the greatest benefit ask the right
questions during direct and cross examination build a successful
working relationship with the forensic accountant accountants learn
how to best advise lawyers during discovery and litigation discover
the procedural and evidentiary rules that most often affect forensic
accountant specialists know how to respond and what to expect while
you re on the witness stand successfully rebut the opinions of the
opposing expert accountant perform superior services in discovery
accounting guidance and writing expert reports know how to write a job
engagement letter and negotiate fees see how an expert supported the
valuation of a particular business in accordance with judicial
requirements build a successful working relationship with the lawyer

Forensic accounting
200?

grounded firmly in real world practice forensic accounting provides
the most comprehensive view of fraud investigation on the market where
other books focus almost entirely on auditing and financial reporting
hopwood young and leiner include a vast range of civil and criminal
accounting fraud and related activities from false business valuations
and employer fraud to information security and counter terrorism the



author team provide experience in fraud investigation that lends the
book real world perspective unmatched by any other

Forensic Accounting
2007-03-01

the role of accountants in divorce cases william j morrison and thomas
j reck ethical limitations on future services for neutral financial
professionals following a collaborative divorce david c hesser complex
compensation issues in a divorce susan m mangiero and lili a vasileff
valuing professional practices for divorce engagements reasonable
compensation and excess earnings hit or myth kevin r yeanoplos
unreported income and hidden assets mark kohn equitable distribution
and community property states joyce c somerville business owner
investigative techniques a focus on fringe benefits james f mcnulty
factors to consider regarding division of non marital and marital
assets for divorce richard a campanella and joseph m lo campo
determining economic income for divorce purposes when the spouse owns
a closely held business bruce l richman selection of business
valuation experts in a divorce the attorney perspective paul townsend
and alison leslie litigating and proving child support in high asset
or high income cases what to do when a heavy hitter is at the plate
barry a kozyra and judith a hartz do court preferences exist in cases
of matrimonial dissolution involving the valuation of closely held
companies james a digabriele and gabriela v simoes

An Introduction to Investigative and Forensic
Accounting Practice Issues
1995

Criminal Financial Investigations
2012-10-05

Forensic Analytics
2020-04-22
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Fraud Auditing and Forensic Accounting
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Forensic and Investigative Accounting
2013

Benford's Law
2012-04-24

Expert Witnessing in Forensic Accounting
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Forensic Accounting and Fraud Examination
2011-04-08

Forensic Accounting in Matrimonial Divorce
2005
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